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ABSTRACT: The western slope of the Japan’s central mountain ridge receives a lot of snow in winter
because of the westerly blowing from the Siberian continent. The snow is often wet and brings about the
severe traffic hazard in the area. It is this situation that the technology to induce an artificial avalanche is
developed in this area.
The problem addressed is to induce an avalanche successfully using the explosives detonated inside the
wet snow layer: a method uniquely developed in Japan.
The method described herein to achieve that goal consists of loading method of the explosives inside the
snow layer and the disposition of the loading over the snow slope.
Two applications of detonating explosives in a snow layer are explained.
One is to induce an avalanche on a snow-covered slope and the other to destroy a snow cornice to
reduce the risk of an avalanche occurrence in advance.
Proposed method is shown to successfully induce an avalanche over the snow slope with the snow depth
up to 2.5m.
The method described herein should give the way to solve the problems of heavy wet snow in other
regions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Avalanche inducing technology to ensure the
safety of the potentially dangerous area practiced
in Japan relies on blasting off the snow layer with
the explosive charges imbedded within a snow
layer. This practice was initiated in the early
1960s in the Hokuriku region; the central part of
Honshu Island of Japan and after repeated
experiments became the standard technology in
Japan. This paper, for the first part, reports this
process and the standardized procedure of
avalanche inducing technology.
Yet, because of the difficulty of the
technology and subtlety of the stability of the snow
layer, it is still difficult to predict the likelihood of
occurrence, plan for avalanche inducing and
successfully induce an avalanche. It is under this
recognition that the present study, as reported in
the latter half of this paper, attempts to elucidate
the mechanism of the effect of blasting off the
snow layer and occurrence of the induced
avalanche.
The explosive is imbedded in the snow
layer and after blasting the snow layer is cut and
the cross section is examined to reveal the
spherical hollow of destruction and deformation of
the surrounding snow layer. From the test of
actually inducing the snow avalanche, the novel
method of inducing snow avalanche by forming
the sliding surface is tested to demonstrate the
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effectiveness of such a technology. This paper
also demonstrates usefulness of blasting a snow
cornice to remove the potentially dangerous snow
cornice over the mountain ridge to reduce the
danger of snow avalanche caused by falling snow
chunks over the snow slope. The paper concludes
with the recommendation for the success of
inducing the artificial snow avalanche.
2. HISTORY OF AVALANCHE IＮDUCUNG
TECHNOLOGY IN JAPAN
2.1 The Studied Field and Dawn of the Age
The area the technology to induce the
artificial avalanche was initiated and has been
studied is in the snow-heavy region of the
Hokuriku District, the central part of the main
island, Honshu, of Japan. Here, the national
highway Route 17 runs from Niigata City, a port
city along the Japan Sea, to Japan’s Capital of
Tokyo. The Japan Sea side of this highway, vital
to the development of the region, receives heavy
snow in winter and crosses the mountain range to
make the matter difficult. Fig. 1 shows the cross
section of the highway showing that it crosses the
pass of 1100m a.s.l. In the 27km reach to this
pass, the average slope is 2.9%, with steeper than
5% slope for the reach of 40% and 7 hairpin
curves. The heavy snow as depicted in Fig. 1
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The winter of 1983 to 1984 was the
heaviest-ever snowy winter. At Mitsumata of the
Route 17, the accumulated annual new snow
depth reached to 22.4m and the annual maximum
snow cover depth 4.7m. The notable feature of
this winter is that temperature has been very low
to cause many cases of the surface

No. of Artificial Avalanche

naturally yields frequent occurrence of snow
avalanche in heavy snow year
The history of artificially inducing
avalanche in Japan dates back to early 1960s
when the group headed by late Dr. Shoda carried
out the experiment Contrary to the European or
North American practice, they buried the
explosives deep inside the snow layer and blasted
them off to destruct the snow layer to induce an
avalanche. In this early stage of development,
nine cases of this kind of experiments were
reported from 1963 to 1970 with good success
and these experiments gave the data for the
guideline to build the ant-avalanche structures
today.
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Fig.2 Number of Artificial Avalanches practiced
and Annual Maximum Snow Depth in the period of
1974 to 1984
2.3 The Overview of the Avalanche Inducing
Technology till 1984
Fig.1 Cross section of Rout 17(Shaded area
shows the snow cover of 2000-2001, chained line
for accumulated new snow depth and broken line
annual maximum snow cover. )
2.2 From Experimental Phase to Practical Phase
From 1974 to 1984, the avalanche
inducing technology was put into practical use on
the Route 17. Fig. 2 shows the number of artificial
avalanche practiced per year and the maximum
annual snow cover depth in this period. During this
period, the weather was rather harsh and the
danger of avalanche was persistent. Fig. 2 shows
that the avalanche inducing was practiced almost
every year to reduce the danger of avalanche.
Notably, the winter of 1973 to 1974(Fiscal year of
73 in Fig.2) and also the winter of 1983 to 1984
have seen the heaviest snow in this region with
the sizable number of artificial avalanche practiced.
The inducing artificial avalanche in this winter was
conducted 12 times, by far the largest number of
the year in the history of the Route 17 antiavalanche activity.
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At the start, the technology to induce
artificial avalanche was nonexistent. In this period,
strong concern was directed towards the choice of
the type of the explosives and the way to place the
explosive charges to best induce the avalanche.
This problem was gradually solved to establish the
practical measure of such a technology. Fig. 3
shows the disposition of the explosive charges
arrived at from these experiences and Fig. 4
shows the ‘successful’ result of inducing an
avalanche from the example of Fig. 3 to show that
the resultant snow debris blocks the highway to be
protected.
The inducing artificial avalanche has never
been practiced ever since 1984, because of
decrease of snowfall. The technology at present
is in danger of becoming extinct. It is probably too
soon to abandon the fruit of the past experience
given the fluctuation of the natural phenomenon.
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carrying out the fundamental study on this subject.
The objective of the experimental study is to study
how the snow layer is destroyed and how best to
induce the artificial avalanche for the given snow
and hill slope. The following is the preliminary
report of this study and the more detailed result of
the latest day is given by Machida et. al. presented
in this workshop.
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3.2 Outline of the Experiment al Study
The experiment was carried at the
mountain slope(Elevation 500m a.s.l. and slope of
about 40°) in the Shiozawa Town of Niigata
Prefecture, Japan(latitude 37°36′ N). The photo of
this site is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig.3 Disposition of explosive charges to induce
an artificial avalanche

Fig.5 Photo of the study field

Fig.4 Successful artificial avalanche blocking the
road
3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF AVALANCHE
INDUCING TECHNOLOGy
3.1 Objective
Although the inducing artificial avalanche
has ceased to be practiced in this part of Japan for
some time after 1984, it may be needed sometime
again given the fact that the avalanche does occur
every year and the large fluctuation of the winter
climate. It is then felt that the past experience of
inducing the artificial had not reached to the point
that it lies on the sound theoretical basis. The
technology still relies on experience to a great
degree and the entire mechanism of inducing an
artificial avalanche remains to be unknown. It is
this recognition that the authors currently are
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The snow layer is drilled and the explosive
charge of either 200g or 300g is deposited at the
bottom of the drilled hole, which is either at the
depth of the hard layer of the snow or the bottom
of the snow layer.
After detonation, the snow layer is cut and
the cross section around the point of detonation is
observed. For the purpose of studying the effect
of detonation to the snow layer, deformation and
snow layer property is observed around the point
of the detonation.
While for the study of inducing the snow
avalanche, a number of explosive charges are
placed in the staggered mesh to cause the
destruction in plan form. The typical disposition
pattern is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the experiment of
Case 1. The experiments reported in this paper
were conducted on March22,2001(Case 1), March
20,2002(Case 2) and April 4, 2003(Case 3). Snow
depth at each case is 280cm, 150cm, 190cm,
respectively. In all cases the snow is layered with
compacted snow and granular snow interspersed
and the whole layer is wet to some extent.
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Fig.6 Disposition of explosive charge for the
experimental study
3.3 Destruction and Deformation of Snow Layer.
Fig. 7 shows the cross section of the snow
layer after the explosive is detonated. In this case,
explosive of 300g is used. The depth of detonation
is 1.6m, and the snow depth is 2.4m. The figure
shows that the snow layer is destroyed to form a
spherical hollow. Fig. 8 shows the cross section
after detonation for the case that inducing of an
avalanche is intended. In this case, the quantity of
explosive per hole is 300g and the depth of
detonation is 1.5m. This figure shows that the
snow layer is deformed and that a large number of
cracks are formed. Deformation of the snow layer
is such that below the hollow it is depressed while
above the hollow the snow layer evidently is
pushed up in the air and then settled down. Fig.9
shows the distribution of snow density in vertical at
the point of detonation and away from it. It shows
that the large increase in snow density is observed
at the point of detonation (0m), and also around
the side of the destruction hollow. Fig. 10 shows
the change in snow density along the horizontal
line slightly below the point of detonation, showing
increase in density near the point of detonation.
These figures all show that the snow layer around
the edge of the hollow is strongly compressed.

Fig.8 Cross section after detonating at multiple
points to induce an avalanche

Fig. 9 Distribution of snow density in vertical
before and after the detonation

Fig. 10 Distribution of snow density in the
horizontal direction and slightly below the hollow
bottom
Fig.7 Cross section of snow layer showing the
hollow caused by detonation
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3.4 Inducing Artificial Avalanche
Fig. 11 shows the disposition of the explosives
in the snow layer to actually induce an artificial
avalanche. This figure shows that the depth of
detonation is made gradually shallow at the
downstream end of the slope to form the smooth
sliding slope for the snow layer to slide down
easily. This idea is also employed in Fig. 10 and
proved to be effective in successfully induce an
artificial avalanche.

the bottom of a drilled hole over a snow cornice.
3
The treated volume is in this case 3200 m with
length of 115m, the maximum width of11m
andthemaximumdethof6m. These dimensions are
illustrated in Fig. 14.
The operation was quite successful in
destructing this snow cornice and the fallen snow
slide down the mountain slope without harming the
Route 17 below. Fig. 15 shows the treated
mountain ridge which is compared to the cornice
shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 Formation of the circular sliding surface at
the base of the row of explosive charges
4. REMOVAL OF CORNICE USING
EXPLOSIVES
A snow cornice often develops over the
mountain ridge to the extent that it overhangs
down from the mountain ridge if snow falls heavy
and wind blows over the ridge. These overdeveloped snow cornice often poses a great
danger in triggering an avalanche once it
collapses down to the snow slope below.
There is a good possibility of exploiting
explosive detonation to destruct a cornice to
remove the possible danger altogether. Here, this
kind of application is demonstrated in the following.
There is one reach of Route 17 where the
highway runs right below the mountain ridge
where a cornice develops every year. In usual
year, this cornice is removed by human labor,
which itself requires a tremendous work and
experience. In the winter of 2006, however, snow
was unusually heavy and a thick snow cornice
was developed as shown in Fig. 12. Deposited
snow over this cornice is so hard to deny
shoveling. It was then decided to apply the
explosive detonation to remove this cornice. The
loading method in this case is simple due to the
shape of a cornice as shown in Fig. 13.The
purpose in this case is to simply destruct a snow
cornice so that explosive charges are placed at
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Fig. 12 Development of snow cornice along Route
17 in 2006

Fig.13 Cross section and cornice and Loading
scheme

Ｗ (max)＝ 11ｍ
L=115m
H(m ax)=6ｍ
Fig.14 Snow Cornice to be destroyed
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Fig.15 Mountain ridge with Snow Cornice
Removed
5. CONCLUSION
This paper describes the unique method of
applying the explosive detonation to induce an
artificial avalanche on the mountain slope. It is
based on the idea of destructing the whole snow
layer by imbedding the explosive charges inside of
the snow layer. The reason why this method works
probably lies on the fact that the snow in Japan is
mostly wet and heavy. The history of this
development in Japan is explained in this paper.
Next is explained is the experimental study of
this method of inducing an avalanche on the field.
Detail of the result of the explosive detonation in
the snow layer is explained with the formation of
the destructed hollow and deformation of the snow
layer around the explosive charges. Ti is also
demonstrated that to successfully induce an
avalanche needs a special care in placing
explosive charges.
The paper also introduces an application
of the explosive detonation to destroy a snow
cornice to remove potential danger of an
avalanche inducement.
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